Abstract. We describe a new tool called Csp-Prover which is an interactive theorem prover dedicated to refinement proofs within the process algebra Csp. It aims specifically at proofs for infinite state systems, which may also involve infinite non-determinism. Semantically, Csp-Prover supports both the theory of complete metric spaces as well as the theory of complete partial orders. Both these theories are implemented for infinite product spaces. Technically, Csp-Prover is based on the theorem prover Isabelle. It provides a deep encoding of Csp. The tool's architecture follows a generic approach which makes it easy to adapt it for various Csp models besides those studied here: the stable failures model F and the traces model T .
Introduction
Among the various frameworks for the description and modelling of reactive systems, process algebra plays a prominent rôle. It has proved to be suitable at the level of requirement specification, at the level of design specifications, and also for formal refinement proofs [2] . In this context, the process algebra Csp [11, 21] has successfully been applied in various areas, ranging from train control systems [5] over software for the international space station [3, 4] to the verification of security protocols [23] .
Concerning tool support for Csp, the model checker FDR [15] is without doubt the standard proof tool for Csp. It allows for refinement proofs as well as for deadlock and livelock analysis. However, in general FDR restricts Csp specifications to finite state systems 1 and allows only the use of concrete data types. Furthermore, in practical applications it is often hard to deal with the state explosion problem. In this context, the use of theorem provers has been suggested e.g. by [26, 25, 8, 24] in order to complement the well-established technique of model checking.
In this paper we describe a new tool Csp-Prover. Its generic architecture makes it suitable for various denotational Csp models. The implemented theories of complete metric spaces and complete partial orders allow Csp-Prover to deal with infinite state systems with unbounded non-determinism. Using the theorem prover Isabelle [16] , Csp-Prover can also analyse specifications in Csp based on abstract data types. We demonstrate the relevance of these properties by proofs in the context of an industrial case study.
The paper is organised as follows: First, we describe the theorem prover Isabelle and give a short overview on the process algebra Csp. Then, the generic architecture of Csp-Prover is discussed in detail. Sect. 5 demonstrates how to apply Csp-Prover in various settings. Finally, we relate Csp-Prover to similar tools.
The Theorem Prover Isabelle
Isabelle [18] is an interactive theorem prover. Theorems to be proved are entered as goals. A goal can be manipulated by proof-commands referring to a set of predefined inference rules producing new goals. Such rules can be combined to form proof tactics. A proof is completed, if by application of rules and tactics the only open goal is the truth value True. Successfully proved theorems can be stored and used later as new rules.
To extend an existing logic, Isabelle offers mechanisms to define new types, functions, predicates etc. The keyword typedef defines a new type as a nonempty subset of an existing type:
typedef SubType = {x::SuperType. P(x)} Here, P is a predicate over the existing type SuperType, and SubType is the newly defined type by the subset. In addition, the keyword datatype is used for recursive type definitions with type-constructors, for example,
where Nil and Cons are type constructors, and 'a is a type variable. Type classes can be defined by
where SubClass is included in SuperClass and contains only types which satisfy conditions named name 1,2,··· . Everything in SuperClass is inherited by SubClass. Another possibility to use this inheritance is to declare that a type forms an instance of SubClass by the keyword instance. Such a declaration requires a proof that the type satisfies the conditions of SubClass and all its super classes. Theorems, together with definitions and proof-commands needed for their proof, can be stored in theory-files. Isabelle organises such files in a rule-database, to which other theory files may refer. Such a theory-file generally has the format theory T = B1 + · · · + Bn: declarations, definitions, and proofs end where B 1 , · · · , B n are names of parent theories of theory T. Everything used in parent theories is available in their children. This allows for a hierarchical organisation of theory-files.
The CSP Dialect Chosen for CSP-Prover
This section briefly summarises Csp syntax, Csp semantics and how to analyse process equations in Csp, following closely [21] . It also gives a first overview on what has been implemented in Csp-Prover.
%% non-deterministic sending x on channel c (*)
%% relational renaming | P ;; P %% sequential composition | P [> P %% (untimed) timeout (*) | <C> %% process name 
Syntax
The process algebra Csp [11, 21] is defined relative to a given set of communications. Its basic processes are built from primitive processes like SKIP and STOP. Csp includes communication primitives like sending and receiving values over a communication channel, distinguishes between internal and external choice between two processes, offers a variety of parallel operators, sequential composition of processes, and various other features like renaming and hiding. Fig. 1 shows that the Csp dialect implemented by Csp-Prover covers all these features 2 . This syntax definition involves certain Isabelle notations: given a type 'a as set of communications, a:'a is a single communication, c:('v⇒'a) denotes a channel name, v:'v is a passed value, b:bool stands 2 The syntactical differences to Csp-M, as e.g. in the sequential composition P ;; P, avoid overloading of symbols also used by Isabelle.
for a boolean value, X:'a set is a subset of 'a, and r:('a * 'a) set denotes a binary relation over communications. Derived operators are marked by (*) . In Csp, recursive processes are either defined by process equations or by so-called µ-recursion. Here, Csp-Prover currently offers only the former mechanism. Each recursive process has the form LET df IN P, where the body process P can contain process names whose behaviours are defined by fixed points of the function df. The most convenient way to define this function is to use Isabelle's keyword primrec for defining recursive functions. For example, a process Inc which iteratively sends an increasing natural number n to a channel c is defined as follows:
Inc == LET df IN <Loop 0>"
Such parametrised process expressions can -on the semantical side of Cspgive rise to infinite systems of equations.
Semantics
Csp is a language with many semantics, different in their style as well as in their ability to distinguish between different reactive behaviour. There are operational, denotational and algebraic approaches, ranging from the simple finite traces model T to such complex semantics as the infinite traces model with failures/divergences U. For a general theorem prover on Csp the denotational semantics are of special interest. Even under the restriction to finitely nondeterministic Csp the algebraic approach does not work quite cleanly for the three main models: the traces model T , the failure-divergence model N , and the stable failures model F (see [21] for the details). The current prototype of Csp-Prover concentrates on the denotational stablefailures semantics F: This semantics allows for analysis of deadlock-freedom and of liveness properties (for which the traces model T is too weak). Furthermore, the semantic domain of F is a complete metric space (cms) as well as complete partial order (cpo) even in the case of infinite alphabets 3 . For recursively defined processes, both approaches, cms and cpo, allow to prove the existence of solutions and to analyse these solutions by powerful induction principles.
Given a set of communications A, the domain of the stable failures model F is a set of pairs (T , F ) satisfying certain healthiness conditions, where
In such a pair (T , F ), T is the set of traces a process can execute, while the elements (s, X ) ∈ F describe sets of communications X which a process can fail to accept after executing the trace s. The healthiness conditions state e.g. that the sets T need to be non-empty and prefix-closed, 3 The semantic domain of the failure-divergence model N is not a cpo on refinement order for infinite alphabets; however it is a cms independent of the alphabet size. Another problem is that in N the semantics clauses for hiding work only under special conditions.
that a trace occurring in F needs to be a trace in T , that after termination a process may refuse to engage in any events. Typical examples of the semantic clauses of F are:
Our implementation uses the traces semantics and the stable-failures semantics as they are defined in [21] . As Isabelle allows only for consistent theories, our encoding can also be seen as a proof for the well-formedness of these semantics 5 .
Analysing CSP Recursion
Consider the recursive equations in Csp defined by the following functions:
For such equations the natural questions are: (1) Do there exist solutions for P and Q in, say, the Csp model F? (2) Are these solutions uniquely determined? (3) How to prove properties on these solutions, e.g. that Q refines P? To deal with these questions, Csp employs two different techniques: complete metric spaces (cms) and complete partial orders (cpo) which are both implemented in Csp-Prover. These two approaches follow a similar pattern: the first step consists of proving that the domain of a given Csp model is a cms or a cpo, respectively. As a particularity of Csp, metric spaces are introduced in terms of so-called restriction spaces. The second step consists of proving that the various Csp operators satisfy the pre-requisite properties, namely contractiveness for cms and continuity for cpo. Finally, a fixed point theorem is used to deal with question (1). In the case of cms this is Banach's theorem, while it is Tarski's theorem within the cpo approach. For question (2) Banach's theorem leads to a unique fixed point, while Tarski's theorem does not guarantee uniqueness. Here, the least fixed point is chosen in the Csp models T and F.
To answer question (3) both the cms and the cpo approach offer as a technique the so-called fixed point induction. Up to now the described framework works only for one single equation. But how about an infinite system of equations like the recursive process Inc illustrated in Sect. 3.1? For such infinite systems, infinite products of cms and cpo, respectively, are required. Furthermore, the pre-requisite properties of the fixed point theorems need to be proved only on the base of component functions. 
A Generic Theorem Prover for CSP Refinement
Csp-Prover extends the Isabelle [18] theory HOL-Complex (which is HOL [16] extended with a definitional development of the real and complex numbers) by a hierarchy of theory-files encoding Csp, see Fig. 2 . The prototype discussed here supports the stable-failures model F as well as the traces model T . Csp-Prover has a generic architecture divided into a large reusable part Th 1,···,6 independent of specific Csp models and an instantiated part Th 7, 8, 9 for each specific Csp model.
The reusable part contains Banach's fixed point theorem and the metric fixed point induction rule based on complete metric spaces (cms) as well as Tarski's fixed point theorem and the standard fixed point induction rule based on complete partial orders (cpo). Furthermore, it provides infinite product constructions for these spaces. Thus, when Csp-Prover is instantiated with the domain of a new Csp model, the fixed point theorems, the induction rules, as well as the product constructions are available for free, provided the domain is a cms or a cpo. Additionally, the reusable part provides guidelines in form of proof obligations on how to show that a domain is a cms or a cpo. Here, especially the theory on restriction spaces plays an important rôle for proofs concerning cms.
Another contribution of the reusable part is the definition of the Csp syntax as a recursive type. Here, instantiating Csp-Prover with a new model requires to provide its semantic clauses defined inductively over this type. This means that the syntax is deeply encoded, thus structural induction on processes is supported.
Reusable Part
The reusable part consists of a theory of traces (Th 2 ), fixed point theories on cms and cpo (Th 3,4,5 ), the definitions of the Csp syntax (Th 6 ), and fundamental theorems on limits and least upper bounds (Th 1 ). In this Section, we concentrate on how to encode cms and restriction spaces. Trace theory is similar to the data type of lists 6 . The discussion of the syntax definition is postponed to Sect. 4.3, where it is considered in the context of semantic clauses. For modelling cpos in Isabelle we refer to [26, 25] .
In the theory file Th 3 , first the class of metric spaces is defined as a typeclass ms which satisfies conditions of diagonal, symmetry, and triangle inequality. Next, the class of complete metric spaces is defined as a type-subclass cms of the class ms by adding the completeness condition complete ms, which requires every Cauchy sequence xs to converge to some point x:
axclass cms < ms complete ms: "∀xs. cauchy xs−→(∃x. xs convergeTo x)"
Then, Banach's fixed point theorem is proved, i.e. that any contraction map f over cms has a unique fixed point and the sequence obtained by iteratively applying f to any value x0 converges to the fixed point. A way for deriving a metric space from a restriction space is given in [21] . Thus, if a space is an instance of the class rs of restriction spaces then the space is also an instance of ms rs which is the multiple-inheritance from ms and rs. An important result on ms rs is that the completeness of ms rs is preserved by the constructors * (binary product) and fun (function space). For example, if type T is an instance of cms rs, then the function type I ⇒ T is also an instance of cms rs for an arbitrary type I. This theorem is expressed in Isabelle by instance fun :: (type,cms rs) cms rs
The function type I ⇒ T1 is used to deal with infinite product spaces whose index set is I, which are required to deal with infinite state systems (see Sect. 3.3). Take for example the Csp model F. Here we need that F I is a cms for any infinite index set I, which is intuitively the set of (infinitely many) process names. The above property expresses: if F is an instance of cms rs then F I is also an instance of cms rs.
Finally, the following metric fixed point induction rule on cms rs is proved (see [21] on continuity and constructiveness for restriction spaces). 
Instantiated Part
The instantiated part consists of instantiated domain theories (Th 7 in Fig. 2 ), semantic clauses (Th 8 ), and a proof infrastructure (Th 9 ). The proof infrastructure contains many Csp laws such as step laws, distributive laws, fixed-point induction rules, etc. Furthermore, it provides a powerful tactic csp hnf tac for translating any expression to a head normal form. As these rules and tactics are proved in Isabelle, they are guaranteed to be sound with respect to the chosen Csp semantics.
In the current Csp-Prover, the domains of the stable-failures model F and the traces model T are instantiated as types 'a domSF and 'a domT, respectively, where 'a is the type of communications. Here, the type 'a domT can be reused for defining 'a domSF:
typedef 'a domT = "{T::('a trace set). HC T1(T)}" types 'a failure = "'a trace * 'a event set" typedef 'a domF = "{F::('a failure set). HC F2(F)}" types 'a domTF = "'a domT * 'a domF" typedef 'a domSF = "{SF::
('a domTF). HC T2(SF) & HC T3(SF) & HC F3(SF) & HC F4(SF)}"
where HC T1, · · ·, HC F4 are predicates which exactly represent the healthiness conditions T1, · · ·, F4 given in [21] . In order to apply Banach's theorem and the metric induction rule to the model F, it is required to prove that the infinite product ('i,'a) domSF prod of 'a domSF is an instance of cms rs, where ('i,'a) domSF prod is a synonym of ('i ⇒ 'a domSF) and the type 'i represents the indexing set of the product space. This is proved as follows: (1) domT and domF are instances of cms rs, (2) domTF is also an instance of cms rs, thus there exists a limit of each Cauchy sequence in domSF (⊂ domTF), (3) the limit is contained in domSF, thus domSF is also an instance of cms rs, and (4) domSF prod is an instance of cms rs. Here, the proofs of (2) and (4) follow by preservation of cms rs under the constructors * and fun as mentioned in Sect. 4.1. This example shows how the provided infrastructure in terms of restriction spaces discharges certain proof obligations when a new Csp model is integrated in Csp-Prover.
Deep Encoding
The Csp syntax is defined as a recursive type ('n,'a) proc by the command datatype as shown in Fig. 3 , where 'n and 'a are type variables for processnames and communications, respectively. This syntax encoding style implies that structural induction over processes is available by the Isabelle's proof command induct tac. Recursive processes take the form LET:fp df IN P, their type is ('n,'a) procRC. Here, the function df binds process names to processes, it has the type ('n,'a) procDF. And fp is a variable instantiated by either Ufp or Lfp, and specifies which fixed point of df is used for giving the meaning of process names: i.e. the unique fixed point by Ufp and the least fixed point by Lfp. In the current Csp-Prover, LET df IN P is an abbreviation of LET:Ufp df IN P.
type ('n,'a) procDF = "'n ⇒ ('n,'a) proc" datatype fp type = Ufp | Lfp datatype ('n,'a) procRC = Letin "fp type" "('n,'a) procDF" "('n,'a) proc" ("LET: IN ") 
Fig. 3. Syntax definition of processes
consts evalT :: "'a proc ⇒ ('n,'a) domSF prod ⇒ 'a domT" ("[[ ]]T") evalF :: "'a proc ⇒ ('n,'a) domSF prod ⇒ 'a domF" ("[[ ]]F") evalSF :: "'a proc ⇒ ('n,'a) domSF prod ⇒ 'a domSF" ("[[ ]]SF") primrec "[[STOP]]T = (λe. {[]t}t)" "[[SKIP]]T = (λe. {[]t, [ ]t}t)" "[[a -> P]]T = (λe. {t. t=[]t ∨ (∃s. t=[Ev a]t @t s ∧ s ∈t [[P]]T e) }t)" . . . "[[<C>]]T = (λe. fstSF (e C))" ( * note: fstSF (T ,, F) = T * ) primrec "[[STOP]]F = (λe. {f. ∃X. f=([]t, X) }f) "[[SKIP]]F = (λe. {f. (∃X. f=([]t, X) ∧ X ⊆ Evset) ∨ (∃X. f=([ ]t, X)) }f) "[[a -> P]]F = (λe. {f. (∃X. f=([]t,X) ∧ Ev a / ∈ X) ∨ (∃s X. f=([Ev a]t @t s, X) ∧ (s, X) ∈f [[P]]F e) }f) . . . "[[<C>]]F = (
Fig. 4. Semantics definition of processes
The Csp semantics is defined by translating process-expressions into elements of the model F by a mapping ([[P] ] SF e) as shown in Fig. 4 , where e is an evaluation function for process names in P. 
Applications
In this section we demonstrate how Csp-Prover can be used for the verification of reactive systems. First, we discuss deadlock analysis and a refinement proof in the context of an industrial case study. Then we study a mutual exclusion problem arising in the classical example of the dining mathematicians.
Verification in the Context of an Industrial Case Study
The EP2 system 7 is a new industrial standard of electronic payment systems. It consists of seven autonomous entities centred around the EP2 Terminal : Cardholder (i.e., customer), Point of Service (i.e., cash register), Attendant, POS Management System, Acquirer, Service Center, and Card, see In [9] , major parts of the EP2 system have been formalised in Csp-Casl [20] . Following the structure of the original EP2 documents, the specifications presented in [9] can be classified to be e.g. on the Architectural Level, on the Abstract Component Description Level, or on the Concrete Component Description Level. In this context, tool support is needed to prove deadlock freedom for the interaction between the various EP2 components.
Translating the data part of the specifications given in [9] into adequate Isabelle code, we obtain specifications in the input format of Csp-Prover. Fig. 6 shows the nucleus 8 of the initialisation procedure of the EP2 Terminal at the Abstract Component Description Level. The Terminal starts the initialisation (line 11) and waits then for data sent by the Acquirer. If this data is of type Request, the Terminal answers with a value of type Response (line 14). Another possibility is that the Acquirer wants to exit the initialisation (line 15). Any other type of communication sent by the Acquirer will lead to a deadlock represented by the process STOP (line 15). On the other end of the communication, after receiving an initialisation request (line 16) the Acquirer internally decides if it wants to exit the process (line 18) or interact with the Terminal by sending a request followed by a response of the Terminal (line 19). The system AC to be analysed here consists of the parallel composition of the Terminal and the Acquirer synchronised on the channel c (line 22) .
It is the defining characteristic of the Abstract Component Description Level that the data involved is loosely specified. No specific values are defined (lines 2-5). Semantically this means that -depending on the interpretation of e.g. the type init d -the described systems might involve infinite non-determinism, e.g. if the type init d has infinitely many values, the Terminal process of Fig. 6 chooses internally between sending any of these values (line 11). Thus, Csp-Prover has simultaneously to deal with a class of specifications: it has to prove that a certain property holds for any possible interpretation of the types involved.
Using Csp-Prover, we can show the above described process AC to be stablefailure equivalent to the process Abs of Fig. 7 . Note that Abs is a sequential, i.e. by syntactic characterisation deadlock-free process. As stable failure equivalence preserves deadlocks, establishing this equivalence proves that the interaction of Terminal and Acquirer on the Abstract Component Description Level is deadlock free 9 . Fig. 8 shows the complete script to prove the stable-failure equivalence Abs =F AC (line 14) in Csp-Prover. First, a mapping is defined from the processnames of Abs to process expressions in AC (line [3] [4] [5] 10 . Next, it is shown that the involved recursive processes are guarded and do not use the hiding operator. This is fully automated routine (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] . After these preparations, Abs =F AC is given as a goal (line 14). Using the above mapping, now the recursive processes are unfolded to a base case and step cases by fixed point induction (line 16). Since a step case is produced for each of the process names of Abs, the step cases are instantiated by induction on AbsName (line 17). Finally, the theorem is proven by Isabelle's tactic auto, Csp-Prover's tactic csp hnf tac, which transforms any expression into a head normal form, and csp decompo, which decomposes Csp-operators (line 18).
The Dining Mathematicians
The dining mathematicians [7] are a classical mutual exclusion problem: There are two mathematicians living at the same place, whose life is focused on two activities, namely thinking (TH0 and TH1, respectively) and eating (EAT0 and EAT1, respectively). As they have a strong dislike for each other, they want never to eat at the same time. To ensure this, they agreed to the following protocol. They both have access to a common variable (VAR n) storing integer values. If the stored integer (n) is even, the first mathematician is allowed to start eating. When finished, the first mathematician sets the stored value to (n/2). A similar procedure holds for the second mathematician, where the check is if the value of the stored variable is odd, and the value written back after eating is (3n+1) 11 . Fig. 9 shows this system described in Csp-Prover. Here, each of the process definitions (EAT0 n), (EAT1 n), and (VAR n) describes infinitely many equations. The question is: does this now precisely described system exclude the situation where both mathematicians eat together? Or, on a more formal level: has this system a trace where Eat1 appears between consecutive communications Eat0 and End0 (or vice versa)?
The classical argument in analysing this system is to provide an abstraction of the dining mathematicians which clearly has the desired exclusion property. This abstraction Spc consists only of three states, which stand for the situations 'both mathematicians think' TH0 TH1 and 'one mathematician eats while the other is thinking' (EAT0 TH1 and TH0 EAT1, respectively). With Csp-Prover we can show that (Sys n) is a stable-failures refinement of Spc for any integer n, thus "ALL n. Spc <=F Sys n". The respective proof script is substantially longer than the proof of Abs =F AC shown in Sec. 5.1. But it follows the same strategy: First, the goal is unfolded by fixed point induction. In a second step the resulting proof obligations are translated to head normal forms and automatically discharged. The details are omitted here, the full script as well as the abstraction Spc are available at [12] . As Spc is again a sequential process, this refinement result also establishes deadlock-freedom of (Sys n).
Related Work
Based on general purpose theorem provers like Isabelle [18] , HOL [10] or PVS [17] , various tools for theorem proving over process algebras have been presented.
Closest to our approach are the Csp encodings of Tej/Wolff [26, 25] and Schneider/Dutertre [8, 24] . Tej/Wolff suggest a shallow encoding of Csp in Isabelle/HOL based on the cpo approach. Their encoding HOL-CSP is focused on the failure-divergence model of Csp. To deal with recursion it introduces a new process order that implies the standard refinement order. HOL-CSP lacks the possibility of proofs on the syntactic process structure. Thus, powerful tactics as csp hnf tac in Csp-Prover for transforming process expressions to head normal form are not available. Schneider/Dutertre's encoding of the Csp traces model T in PVS is tailored to the verification of security protocols. Semantically it uses the cpo approach. It does not consider process termination. Due to its clear focus, refinement proofs of the nature shown in the previous section are out of its scope. Compared to these two encodings, a major advantage of Csp-Prover is its genericity. It is easy to adapt Csp-Prover to any other denotational Csp model. Furthermore, in offering both, the cms and the cpo approach, it allows to use the more convenient and the more promising setting for any proof step.
Alternative to encoding a denotational semantics, [6, 19, 1] base their encodings on an axiomatic semantics of the process algebra. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, such an approach is not an option in the context of Csp.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown a new tool Csp-Prover which supports refinement proofs over various Csp models. Thanks to its powerful semi-automatic and automatic tactics, Csp-Prover has successfully been applied in an industrial case study as well as for a complex example tailored to be a benchmark for refinement proofs.
In the future, we intend to include the failure-divergence model N in CspProver. Furthermore, we will integrate Csp-Prover with the model checker FDR. In this context the theory of data independence, see e.g. [14] , will play an important rôle. Continuing the work on EP2 and applying Csp-Prover to other case studies, e.g. of the area of train control systems, will help to develop more proof infrastructure to further automate refinement proofs.
